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ABSTRACT
Core-collapse supernovae can condense large masses of dust post-explosion. However, sputtering and grain-
grain collisions during the subsequent passage of the dust through the reverse shock can potentially destroy a
significant fraction of the newly formed dust before it can reach the interstellar medium. Here we show that
in oxygen-rich supernova remnants like Cassiopeia A the penetration and trapping within silicate grains of the
same impinging ions of oxygen, silicon and magnesium that are responsible for grain surface sputtering can
significantly reduce the net loss of grain material. We model conditions representative of dusty clumps (density
contrast χ = 100) passing through the reverse shock in the oxygen-rich Cassiopeia A remnant and find that,
compared to cases where the effect is neglected, as well as facilitating the formation of grains larger than those
that had originally condensed, ion trapping increases the surviving masses of silicate dust by factors of up to
two to four, depending on initial grain radii. For higher density contrasts (χ & 180), we find that the effect of
gas accretion on the surface of dust grains surpasses ion trapping, and the survival rate increases to ∼55% of the
initial dust mass for χ = 256.
Keywords: supernovae: general – ISM: supernova remnants – dust, extinction – methods: numerical – shock
waves – supernovae: individual: Cassiopeia A
1. INTRODUCTION
The formation of dust in core-collapse supernova ejecta has
been established for at least three decades (Lucy et al. 1989).
Along with SN 1987A and the Crab nebula, Cassiopeia A
(Cas A) is the most studied dusty supernova remnant (SNR).
The remnant of an explosion from around the year 1680,
at a distance of ∼3.4 kpc, has a diameter of ∼3.4 pc today
(Reed et al. 1995). Within Cas A, dense gas clumps and
knots are observed which are associated with the location of
freshly produced dust (Lagage et al. 1996; Rho et al. 2012).
Strong emission features in the mid-IR spectra of Cas A have
been identified with silicaceous grains by Rho et al. (2008),
consistent with the very oxygen-rich composition of its ejecta
(Chevalier & Kirshner 1979).
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The total dust mass in the ejecta has been derived by dif-
ferent observational strategies to be between ∼0.1M and
∼1M (Dunne et al. 2009; Sibthorpe et al. 2010; Barlow
et al. 2010; De Looze et al. 2017; Bevan et al. 2017; Priestley
et al. 2019), while a theoretical study of dust formation and
evolution predicted Cas A’s dust mass to be of the order of
0.08M (Nozawa et al. 2010). This apparent discrepancy be-
tween theory and observations is accompanied by a difference
in estimated grain sizes: supernova dust grain radii derived
from IR emission fitting as well as from fits to asymmetric
optical line profiles are of the order of 0.1 µm up to a few
microns (Stritzinger et al. 2012; Owen & Barlow 2015; Fox
et al. 2015;Wesson et al. 2015; Bevan &Barlow 2016; Priest-
ley et al. 2020), while dust formation theories predict grain
sizes . 0.1 µm (Todini & Ferrara 2001; Nozawa et al. 2003;
Bianchi & Schneider 2007; Marassi et al. 2015; Biscaro &
Cherchneff 2016).
Aggravating this situation, the interaction of the blast wave
with the circumstellar and interstellar medium causes a re-
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verse shock (Gotthelf et al. 2001) which can have a crucial
effect on the evolution of the embedded dust material. Sig-
nificant amounts of dust can be destroyed or transformed
when the reverse shock encounters the dusty ejecta clumps
(e.g. Nozawa et al. 2010; Silvia et al. 2010; Bocchio et al.
2016; Micelotta et al. 2016). Recently, Kirchschlager et al.
(2019) (hereafter K19) have studied dust survival rates in
Cas A as a function of clump densities, dust material and
initial grain size distributions. They found that grain-grain
collisions and sputtering are synergistic and that grain-grain
collisions have a strong influence on the dust survival rate, by
fragmenting larger grains to smaller particles that are more
easily destroyed by sputtering.
Ion implementation and trapping in dust grains has not been
considered so far as a process which in suitable environments
can counteract grain destruction by sputtering. The gas in
the ejecta clumps of Cas A is composed of ∼80% oxygen
with contributions from Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, and a negligi-
ble amount of hydrogen and helium (Willingale et al. 2002;
Docenko & Sunyaev 2010). Chevalier & Kirshner (1979)
detected dense knots which are made of almost pure oxygen.
Due to the high gas temperatures and shock velocities, ener-
getic oxygen and other heavy ions can penetrate deep into the
grains. For grain temperatures below ∼500K the diffusion
rate of oxygen atoms in silicates is very low (Brady 2013)
and thus they will be trapped once they have intruded into the
grain. This will automatically lead to grain growth and an
increase in dust mass. Therefore, grain growth by ion trap-
ping can potentially counteract destructive processes such as
thermal and kinematic sputtering as well as fragmentation
and vaporisation in grain-grain collisions.
In this paper, the effect of ion trapping on the dust evolution
in Cas A is studied. In Section 2 we describe our model setup
and give a summary of the considered dust processes. We
introduce oxygen ion trapping in dust grains in Section 2.4.
The results of our study are presented in Section 3 and a
summarising conclusion is given in Section 4.
2. MODEL AND METHODS
In order to investigate the effect of oxygen ion trapping in
dust grains in the ejecta of Cas A, we performed hydrody-
namical simulations using the grid-based code AstroBEAR
(Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2013). AstroBEAR simulations
model only the gas phase (Section 2.1) and we use our ex-
ternal post-processing code Paperboats (K19) to investigate
dust motions as well as dust grain growth or dust destruction
in a high-velocity, hot gas environment (Sections 2.2-2.4).
2.1. Cloud-crushing problem
The applied model is based on the setup used in K19 and
is briefly summarised here.
Instead of simulating the entire SN ejecta, we consider
only a section of it. We focus on the cloud-crushing sce-
nario (Woodward 1976; Silvia et al. 2010) in which a planar
shock is driven into an over-dense spherical clump of gas
which is embedded in a low-density ambient medium (see
Fig. 2 in K19). The interaction between this reverse shock
and the clump is assumed to be of a similar nature for all
ejecta clumps (∼105 − 106 in total, see K19) so that our re-
sults can be applied and projected to them. Following this
approach, we are able to investigate the destruction of a sin-
gle clump at higher spatial resolution. The initial (pre-shock)
conditions comprise the clump radius Rcl = 1016 cm, uniform
gas number densities in the ambient medium nam = 1 cm−3,
while in the clump ncl = χ nam, where χ is the density ratio
between clump gas and ambient medium gas, along with the
gas temperatures in the ambient medium and in the clump,
Tam = 104 K and Tcl = 102 K, respectively. Unless stated
otherwise we set χ = 100. The shock velocity in the am-
bient medium is adopted to be vsh = 1600 km/s (Micelotta
et al. 2016) which transforms to ∼160 km/s in the clump, and
the mean molecular weight of the pre-shock gas is µgas = 16
which corresponds to pure oxygen gas.
The simulation is executed for three cloud-crushing times
τcc = χ
0.5Rcl/vsh (Klein et al. 1994) after the first contact
of the shock with the clump, which gives the characteristic
time for the clump to be crushed and evolved by the shock.
For the chosen initial conditions, the simulation time is then
∼61.5 yr. In contrast to K19, we perform not only 2D but
also 3D simulations. The computational domain consists of
420 × 140 and 420 × 140 × 140 cells, respectively, repre-
senting a box of length lbox = 21 Rcl = 0.068 pc and width
wbox = 7 Rcl = 0.023 pc, and for the 3D simulations with a
box height hbox = wbox. The post-shock gas conditions are
then calculated by AstroBEAR using the Rankine-Hugoniot
jump conditions and taking into account radiative cooling for
a gas of pure oxygen (see Fig. 3 in K19). The shock evolves
in the direction of lbox and the given box size ensures that
the clump material stays in the domain throughout the entire
simulation.
At this resolution, the 2D and 3D simulations of the cloud-
crushing problem show only moderate differences which is
why we present here only the 3D results. We expect more
subtle variations between 2D and 3D at higher resolution but
we are limited to 20 cells per clump radius due to the large
computational effort for highly resolved 3D post-processing
simulations (Section 2.3).
2.2. Dust model
The grains in our study are spherical with grain radius a.
At the start the grain sizes follow a log-normal distribution
(e.g. Nozawa et al. 2003) that is described by the radius apeak at
which the distribution has itsmaximumand the dimensionless
quantity σ that defines the width of the distribution. We fix
σ = 0.1 and vary apeak to 0.01, 0.1, and 1 µm. The grain size
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distribution spans from amin,abs = 0.6 nm to amax,abs = 10 µm
and is discretised in 40 log-spaced size bins. The dust ma-
terial is silicate and the material parameters required for the
dust post-processing are given in Table 2 of K19. Initially,
the dust is at rest compared to the clump gas and homoge-
neously distributed in the clump with a gas-to-dust mass ratio
of ∆gd = 10 (Priestley et al. 2019) while the ambient medium
is dust-free.
2.3. Dust processing
We use our parallelised 3D external dust-processing code
Paperboats (K19) to determine the dust evolution in the
shocked clump based on the time- and spatially-resolved gas
density, velocity and temperature output of AstroBEAR as
well as on the initial dust conditions (Section 2.2). We give
here a short overview of the processes considered and refer
to K19 for a detailed description.
Paperboats was developed to simulate dust motions in the
shocked clump as well as dust destruction and grain growth
processes. The dust is accelerated by the streaming gas tak-
ing into account both collisional and plasma drag (Baines
et al. 1965; Draine & Salpeter 1979). Destruction processes
include fragmentation and vaporisation in grain-grain colli-
sions (e.g. Tielens et al. 1994; Jones et al. 1996) as well as
thermal and non-thermal (kinematic) sputtering (e.g. Barlow
1978; Bocchio et al. 2014). As the dust temperatures in Cas A
are of the order of or even below 100K (De Looze et al. 2017;
Priestley et al. 2019), dust destruction by evaporation can be
neglected.
Besides the dust destruction processes, two grain growth
processes were also previously considered: the coagulation
of dust grains and the accretion of (dusty) gas onto the sur-
faces of the grains. Both can occur, either at low relative
velocities in a grain-grain collision or when the energy E of
an impinging gas particle is below the threshold energy Esp
for the sputtering of grain atoms (Bohdansky et al. 1980; Tie-
lens et al. 1994). For the latter case, the gas particle can be
accreted in a process akin to negative sputtering. Sticking
in grain-grain collisions has a negligible effect on the dust
processing, as the present grain velocities are mostly too high
(K19).
On the other hand, when the ion impact energy is suffi-
ciently high, gas particles penetrate into the dust grains and
can be trapped. This potential grain growth scenario has not
been considered so far for the dust evolution in oxygen-rich
SNRs and will be outlined in the following section.
2.4. Oxygen ion trapping
We have added oxygen ion trapping in dust grains as an
additional feature to the sputtering routine of Paperboats.
The sputtering models commonly used in the astronomical
literature (e.g. Tielens et al. 1994; Nozawa et al. 2006) only
describe the number of detached dust atoms per incident gas
particle but do not consider the further progress of the incident
gas particle.
Due to the energetic ion bombardment that silicate grains
experience in the reverse shock, they should be rendered
partially disordered, enabling impacting and subsequently
trapped gas atoms of O, Si, Mg, etc. to form new silicate
structure bonds with the surrounding grain material atoms.
Along with 10-µm silicate emission features, the oxygen-rich
SNRs Cas A and G54.1-0.3 both exhibit an unusual 21-µm
dust emission feature that has been attributed to a number
of silicaceous grain materials, including SiO2 and MgSiO3
(Rho et al. 2008, 2018) and Mg0.7SiO2.7 (Temim et al. 2017).
The constituent atoms of each of those materials have a mean
atomic weight of µdust = 20 (in atomic mass units mamu).
From its X-ray spectrumWillingale et al. (2002) derived gas-
phase abundance number ratios for Cas A of Si/O = 0.34 and
Mg/O = 0.063, corresponding to a mean atomic weight of
19.3. Heavier species, such as Ca and Fe, will raise the mean
atomic weight of impacting ions further. So for such oxygen-
rich SNRs we can treat the mean atomic weight of implanted
atoms and sputtered atoms as being the same. For conve-
nience, hereafter the trapping of ions of various elements will
be referred to as oxygen trapping, the most abundant element.
2.4.1. Penetration depth
When the energy of the gas particle is high enough it can
penetrate into the dust grain. The penetration depth rp of
the gas particle into the dust grain can be calculated using
the Bethe-Bloch formalism (see Section 4.6.6 in K19) and
depends, beside the particle energy, on the dust material pa-
rameters and the ionisation degree of gas and dust grain.
Oxygen is the predominant gas species in Cas A’s ejecta and
has a diffusion timescale (per nanometre) that is much longer
than the Hubble time in olivine or quartz grains with dust
temperatures of the order of ∼500K or less (Brady 2013).
We set the minimum penetration depth that is required to
enable oxygen trapping to rmin = 5 layers of silicate particles
(∼1.1 nm). This number is an assumption, however we have
tested lower limits of rmin = 0, 3, 10 and 20 silicate layers and
found that the differences in the net yield are negligible for
rmin ≤ 5 layers while rmin = 10 and 20 layers show a signif-
icantly reduced oxygen trapping. We note that a minimum
penetration depth of 5 silicate layers corresponds to an energy
of ∼30 eV (which is similar to the sputtering threshold energy
Esp) for a fully ionised oxygen ion. An impinging oxygen
ion with 160 km/s corresponds to 2.1 keV and a penetration
depth of ∼70 nm (see Fig. 10 in K19 for the relation between
penetration depth and ion energy).
On the other hand, the penetration depth of the oxygen parti-
cle has to be below the extent of the grain. The geometrically-
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averaged path length through the grain is given by rmax = 4/3
grain radii, which we use as an upper limit.
2.4.2. Net yield
The yield Y is the change of the number of dust grain
atoms per normal incident gas particle. A positive yield
represents dust destruction by sputtering while a negative
yield implies dust grain growth by gas accretion (low energy)
or ion trapping (high energy).
When the conditions for oxygen ion trapping are fulfilled
(rmin ≤ rp ≤ rmax), the oxygen ions cause a negative yield
Ytrap = −1. The net yield resulting from sputtering (Ysp) and
trapping (Ytrap) amounts toYnet = 2Ysp−1where a factor of two
is considered to allow for higher measured sputtering yields
at non-normal incidence over normal-incidence sputtering
yields (e.g. Tielens et al. 1994). Ysp is usually below 1 for
oxygen particles impacting on various dust materials (silicate,
carbon etc., see Tielens et al. 1994), so the net yield can
become negative (right panel of Fig. 1). If the oxygen particle
is not trapped by the grain the net yield amounts to the regular
sputtering yield, Ynet = 2Ysp (left panel of Fig. 1).
For energies lower than the sputtering energy threshold Esp
and lower than the energy at which trapping can occur, gas
particles are assumed to be accreted onto the grain surface
with a yield Yacc = −(1 − E/Esp) (K19). The linear decay of
the gas accretion yield enables a continuous transition from
the gas accretion to the sputtering regime at the threshold
energy Esp (left panel of Fig. 1). When the energy of the
impinging oxygen particle is below Esp but still high enough
that it can be trapped, the net yield is set to Ynet = −1.
Finally, the resulting net yield amounts to
Ynet =

2Ysp, if (E > Esp) ∧ not trapped,
2Ysp − 1, if (E > Esp) ∧ trapped,
−1, if (E < Esp) ∧ trapped,
Yacc, if (E < Esp) ∧ not trapped.
(1)
2.4.3. Gas depletion factor
Sputtering, gas accretion and gas trapping cause a change
of the grain size a to a −
(
da
dt
)
∆t during the time-step ∆t,
where
da
dt
=
µdustmamu
4 ρbulk
(
Dgasngas
) 〈Ynetv〉skM , (2)
(Barlow 1978; Draine & Salpeter 1979; Tielens et al. 1994;
Nozawa et al. 2006; Bocchio et al. 2014) is the reduction of
grain radius per unit time, µdust = 20 is the mean atomic
weight of silicate grain atoms, mamu is the atomic mass unit,
ρbulk is the dust bulk density, ngas is the gas number density,
Figure 1. Net yield Ynet which gives the change of number of
atoms in the grain per incident oxygen ion as a function of energy
E of the incident oxygen ion. A positive yield corresponds to dust
destruction, a negative yield to dust growth. When the energy of the
incident oxygen ion is higher than the sputtering threshold energy,
Esp, dust atoms can be sputtered. Left: Trapping conditions are not
fulfilled (oxygen particle escaping after the sputtering event) so the
resulting net yield is equal to the regular sputtering yield,Ynet = 2Ysp
(red solid line). Right: The oxygen ion is trapped so the net yield
amounts to Ynet = 2Ysp − 1 (black solid line) which can become
negative as less than 1 silicate atom is detached per sputtering event.
For both cases, the incident oxygen atom is accreted at lower energies
(green shaded region).
and 〈Ynetv〉skM is the product of net yield and velocity v aver-
aged over the skewed Maxwellian velocity distribution. We
introduce here a gas depletion factor
Dgas =
τd
∆t
(
1 − exp
[
−∆t
τd
)]
, Dgas ∈ [0, 1] (3)
with
τd =
(
pia2na
〈− (Yacc + Ytrap) v〉skM)−1 (4)
as the gas depletion timescale and na as the number density
of dust grains with radius a. Considering a typical number
density na = 0.01m−3 for grains with radius a = 0.1 µm (for
a clump gas density of ncl = 100 cm−3, a gas-to-dust mass
ratio ∆gd = 10 and an initial log-normal distribution with
apeak = 0.1 µm and σ = 0.1),
(
Yacc + Ytrap
) ≈ −1, and a veloc-
ity of the dust relative to the gas of the order of v = 10 km/s,
the gas depletion timescale amounts to τd ≈ 104 yr. However,
as small dust grains are generated due to dust fragmentation,
the number density of 1 nm grains in shocked and compressed
clumps can take values up to the order of na ∼ 106m−3, and
the resulting depletion timescale is then only τd ≈ 1 yr which
is comparable to the used time-step ∆t = 0.5 yr. The high
post-shock gas temperatures cause even higher velocities v
and thus reduce the gas depletion time-scale which becomes
crucial for the further evolution.
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For regular sputtering, the gas particles are not trapped or
accreted (Yacc = Ytrap = 0) and the gas number density ngas is
unaffected so that the depletion factor is 1. However, when gas
accretion or trapping are present, oxygen atoms are removed
from the gas and the gas number density decreases during
the time-step ∆t. To take that into account, the actual gas
number density in equation (2) is Dgasngas (see Appendix A
for a derivation of Dgas).
Due to the nature of the post-processing we are not able to
reduce the gas number density from one time-step to the next
as this would strongly affect the hydrodynamical simulations.
Therefore, we are limited to considering gas depletion only
for the calculation of the yields and we have to neglect the
evolution of gas depletion on a longer timescale. Moreover,
we also neglect the destroyed dust material which contributes
to the regular gas and which was introduced by K19 as “dusty
gas”. Test simulations have shown that the production of new
grain material by ion trapping together with destruction of
the material by sputtering or grain-grain collisions could lead
under extreme conditions to an unrealistically high dusty gas
density which would at least at the end of our simulations
completely dominate the evolution of both the gas and dust
component. Themain reason for this high dusty gas density is
the fact that we cannot follow the depletion of the regular gas.
Therefore, the gas would serve as an inexhaustible source of
material resulting in unrealistically high gas trapping and ac-
cretion rates. On the other hand, we expect that the disregard
of the dusty gas component counters the continuous refresh-
ing of the regular gas component and that both effects cancel
each other out: when dust destruction by sputtering and dust
growth by ion trapping and accretion are at similar levels, the
sum of the gas mass and the dust grain mass is fixed.
3. RESULTS
We conducted 3D hydrodynamical simulations of the
cloud-crushing problem using AstroBEAR and deter-
mined the integrated dust mass as a function of time using
Paperboats.
The impact of ion trapping and gas accretion on the total
dust survival rate can be clearly seen in Fig. 2 (top). When
the shock impacts the clump, the combined effects of grain-
grain collisions and sputtering rapidly decrease the total dust
mass. The destruction weakens after ∼1 cloud-crushing time
(∼20 yrs) and the remaining dust mass is mostly maintained.
Taking ion trapping and gas accretion into account, the to-
tal dust mass even starts to increase slightly after the first
cloud-crushing time and reaches ∼12% of the original mass
after three cloud-crushing times. For comparison, when ion
trapping and accretion are neglected the dust survival rate
decreases during the entire simulation time and ends up at
only ∼3%. Neglecting grain-grain collisions, ∼80% of the
initial dust mass survives for the case of sputtering combined
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Figure 2. Top: Surviving dust mass M of the clump in units of
the initial clump dust mass M(t=0) as a function of time, taking
into account grain-grain collisions (GG) and sputtering (SP) with
or without trapping or accretion of oxygen ions (different colors
and line types). Oxygen trapping and gas accretion reduce the dust
destruction significantly. Bottom: Dust destruction and growth rates
as a function of time. Both sputtering and grain-grain collisions are
considered for the dust destruction while the dust growth is given by
the mass of trapped or accreted oxygen per unit time. The difference
between these two rates determines the total dust mass evolution in
the top panel (solid dark-blue line). The time points when the shock
has first contact with the clump as well as when it has travelled
through the clump are indicated in both panels as vertical dashed
lines.
with ion trapping while the survival rate is ∼40% for sputter-
ing without ion trapping and accretion. Ion trapping and gas
accretion increase the surviving dust mass fraction.
Fig. 2 (bottom) shows the dust growth rate ÛMgrowth (t) due
to oxygen ion trapping and accretion as well as the rate of
destruction ÛMdestr (t) through sputtering and grain grain colli-
sions. The difference between them determines the total dust
mass via M(t + ∆t) = M(t) + ( ÛMgrowth (t) − ÛMdestr (t)) ∆t. In
the first cloud-crushing time, the shock travels through the
clump causing high temperatures and velocities which result
in a high destruction rate. Afterwards, the clump decays and
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Figure 3. Dust mass M (in units of the initial clump dust mass
M(t=0)) gained by ion trapping and/or accretion of the gas as a
function of time. The plots do not take into account that a significant
part of the newly produced dust masses could be destroyed again by
sputtering or grain-grain collisions.
small-scale structures (of the order of ∼1mpc) with high gas
densities are formed. The dust material is concentrated in
these gas clumps, forming high dust density structures: dust
growth as well as destruction processes are roughly at the
same level in this environment. Dust growth slightly sur-
passes dust destruction at later times, which is one of the few
differences between the 3D and 2D simulations: for the latter,
the dust destruction and growth rates flatten after ∼50 yr (not
shown).
Oxygen trapping is the dominant growth process compared
to gas accretion (Fig. 3). The mass gained by ion trapping
increases linearly with time and reaches ∼35% of the initial
clump dust mass M(t=0) after three cloud-crushing times. In
comparison, the newly produced dust mass due to gas accre-
tion amounts to 0.03M(t=0) at the end of the simulation. At
around two cloud-crushing times, ion trapping is reinforced
due to the reduced relative velocities between gas and dust
components, and themass gained by ion trapping rises slightly
stronger. In total, ion trapping makes up ∼90% of the newly
produced dust mass after three cloud-crushing times. The
accreted gas material will be predominantly located close to
the surface of the grains where it can be more easily destroyed
by, e.g., sputtering than trapped atoms inside the grains. Thus
the contribution of the ion trapping to the dust mass gain is
even higher.
Fig. 4 shows the spatial distribution of the gas and of 0.1 µm
silicate grains with or without oxygen trapping and accretion
for 1, 2, and 3 cloud-crushing times after the shock has im-
pacted the clump. The maps represent the central cut of the
3D domain through the initial center of the clump. In the case
of ion trapping and accretion the dust component has higher
densities but also higher density contrasts (over-dense knots)
compared to the case of no ion trapping or accretion. The
equivalent maps in 2D (not shown) have gas and dust density
distributions which are less evolved in the shock direction but
broader perpendicular to the shock direction. We emphasize
that the maps in Fig. 4 only depict the distribution of 0.1 µm
radius grains but that due to the dust processing, grains of
much smaller or larger radius (at least for the case of oxygen
trapping) can be formed. Consequently, the maps for other
grain sizes are significantly different and indicate regions of
enhanced rates of dust production or destruction.
A comparison between simulations for different initial log-
normal grain size distributions with apeak = 0.01, 0.1 and
1 µm (Fig. 5) shows that the surviving dust mass depends
strongly on the initial size distribution of the grains (22%,
12%, 5%, resp.). This is because the effect of oxygen ion
trapping and accretion is a function of grain size which can
be explained by the dependence of the depletion timescale τd
on the grain radius for a fixed dust-to-gas mass ratio. The
effect of the grain size on the quantity
〈− (Yacc + Ytrap) v〉skM
is negligible and the timescale for gas depletion is then pro-
portional to (a2na)−1 (equation 4). As the initial dust mass is
fixed, it follows na ∝ a−3 and τd ∝ a. The larger the initial
grain sizes, the smaller are the effects of ion trapping and gas
accretion and thus the surviving dust mass.1
The dust mass of all three distributions is primarily de-
stroyed within the first cloud-crushing time before ion trap-
ping and accretion mitigate the destruction and even starts to
increase the dust mass. Two effects are visible in Fig. 5: oxy-
gen ion trapping and accretion are more efficient for smaller
grain sizes, aswell as the fact that the evolution of larger grains
is delayed compared to small grains. Grain destruction in the
simulations for apeak = 1 µm grains starts ∼5 yr after the de-
struction begins for initial distributions with apeak = 0.01
and 0.1 µm, as grain-grain collisions are the main destruction
mechanism for these large grains and their stopping time, and
thus their time to be accelerated, is of the order of years.
The dust processing completely re-distributes the grain size
distribution after three cloud-crushing times (Fig. 6, left). On
the one hand, destruction processes produce smaller grains
compared to the initial grain size distribution, on the other
hand, dust growth processes result in an increase of larger
dust grains. K19 found that the final grain size distribution is
composed of two components – a remnant of the initial distri-
bution, located around apeak though reduced in grain number
density due to sputtering and collisions, plus a power-law
distribution of smaller dust grains that reflect the fragments
1 We note, that this is a consequence of the fixed initial dust mass in
the clump, which results in a larger dust cross section (integrated over all
particles) the smaller the dust grain size. Furthermore, the initial dust grains
must have a minimum grain radius in order to survive the impact of the shock
during the first cloud-crushing time.
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the spatial gas density (left column) as well as the number density of 0.1 µm dust grains, with (centre) and
without oxygen trapping (right). The rows show the distributions at time t = 1, 2, and 3 cloud-crushing times τcc, respectively, after the first
contact of the reverse shock with the clump. The panels show a fixed cutout of the computational domain and the colour scale is fixed for each
figure column.
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Figure 5. Surviving dust mass M in a clump in units of the initial
clump dust mass M(t=0) as a function of time for different initial log-
normal grain size distributions, given by peak radii apeak = 0.01 µm
(red solid line), 0.1 µm (blue), and 1 µm (green), and width of the
initial distribution σ = 0.1. Grain-grain collisions and sputtering
with oxygen ion trapping and gas accretion are considered.
of shattering collisions. Through ion trapping and gas accre-
tion the power-law distribution is extended to larger grains
than apeak, at least for the simulations with apeak = 0.01 and
0.1 µm for which oxygen trapping and accretion are efficient.
We show as a comparison in Fig. 6 (right) the final grain size
distribution for simulations without oxygen trapping or gas
accretion, clearly indicating a reduced number of large grains
(surviving rates of 12%, 3% and 3% for apeak = 0.01, 0.1
and 1 µm, resp.).
For a density ratio of χ = 100, the velocity of the re-
verse shock within the clump amounts to ∼160 km/s. The
kinetic energy of a 160 km/s oxygen ion is of the order of
2.1 keVwhich corresponds to a net destruction of grain mate-
rial (Fig. 1). In contrast, a density ratio2 of χ = 256 causes a
2 An oxygen ion with velocity 100 km/s has a kinetic energy of 0.84 keV,
at which the net yield is negative in the case of ion trapping (Fig. 1, right).
The grain effectively grows for each ion that impacts with that or lower
velocity. The shock in the ambientmedium has a velocity of vsh = 1600 km/s
and is decelerated in the clump to vsh,cl = vsh/√χ. The oxygen ions can
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Figure 6. Final grain size distributions for initial log-normal distributions with apeak = 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 µm (red, blue, and green lines,
respectively; density contrast χ = 100) and distribution width σ = 0.1, with (left) and without (right) ion trapping or accretion. The initial
distributions are shown as histograms and the slope of the common γ = −3.5 power-law is also shown.
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 2 (top), but for χ = 256.
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 3, but for χ = 256. The plots do not take into
account that a significant part of the newly produced dust masses
could be destroyed again by sputtering or grain-grain collisions.
decrease of the shock velocity to 100 km/s within the clump,
and oxygen ions of that velocity have a kinetic energy of
0.84 keV which corresponds to a net gain of grain material.
Consequently, we expect a more effective ion trapping mech-
anism as well as a larger surviving dust mass for the higher
density contrast.
We conducted hydrodynamical simulations followed by
dust post-processing for the density contrast χ = 256
(Figs. 7-9). As expected, the dust survival rates are larger than
for χ = 100. For apeak = 0.1 µm, ∼55% of the initial dust
mass survives when ion trapping and gas accretion are taken
into account (∼12% for χ = 100), while the survival rate is
below 1% without these mechanisms (∼3% for χ = 100).
Grain-grain collisions destroy only a minor part of the dust
material (K19) but cause the production of smaller fragments.
As the survival rate drops below 10% in the first ∼35 yrs, the
grains must be destroyed by sputtering. In the case of ion
trapping, the net yield at 0.84 keV is negative (see Fig. 1)
which implies dust growth for each impinging oxygen ion.
However, not all ions can be trapped as some instead tunnel
through the small dust grains created by grain-grain collisions.
Fig. 8 shows that the total mass gained is about ∼90% of
the initial clump dust mass (χ = 256), which is twice the
gained mass of the density contrast χ = 100. However, gas
accretion makes a larger contribution (74%) than ion trap-
ping (26%). The reason is that ∼100 km/s is the maximum
velocity of the oxygen ions, which predominantly occurs at
the moment when the reverse shock impacts the clump and
hits the unaccelerated dust grains. At later time points, the
thus reach velocities up to 100 km/s when the density contrast amounts to
χ =
(
vsh/vsh,cl
)2
= (1600/100)2 = 256.
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 5, but for χ = 256.
average velocities are lower and the energies of the oxygen
ion are not sufficient for ion trapping, but instead favour gas
accretion. Therefore, the efficiency of ion trapping is also
strongly dependent on the clump density and the shock veloc-
ity. Furthermore, the different gas density has an effect on the
grain-size dependence of the dust growth processes. Fig. 9
shows that initial grain distributions with apeak = 0.1 µm have
the highest survival rates for the density contrast χ = 256.
Gas accretion makes a larger contribution to the gained
mass than ion trapping when the density contrast is χ = 256,
while the situation is the opposite for χ = 100. Con-
sequently, there exists a critical density contrast at which
gas accretion becomes more important than ion trapping.
We conducted hydrodynamical simulations followed by dust
post-processing (initial log-normal grain size distribution
with apeak = 0.1 µm, σ = 0.1) for the density contrasts χ =
140, 180 and 220 and determined the dust mass gained by ion
trapping and gas accretion (Fig. 10). With increasing density
contrast the dust mass gained due to oxygen trapping is in a
rough trend decreasing while the accreted mass increases. At
the density contrast χ ≈ 180 the mass gains from both ef-
fects are at a similar level (∼0.3M(t=0)). As gas acrretion and
ion trapping are both functions of the grain size, the critical
density contrast depends on the initial grain size distribution.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the influence of trapping of oxygen
and other ions on the survival rate of dust grains through
the passage of the reverse shock in the ejecta of the SNR
Cas A. We found that oxygen trapping has the potential to
significantly increase the surviving dust mass. In the case of a
clump to ambientmediumgas density contrast of χ = 100 and
an initial log-normal grain size distribution with peak radius
apeak = 0.01 µm (0.1 µm, 1 µm), the silicate survival rate is
12% (3%, 3%) when oxygen trapping and gas accretion are
neglected, but is 22% (12%, 5%) when these effects are
apeak = 0.1 µm
σ = 0.1
 M
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Figure 10. Gained dust mass due to oxygen trapping and gas accre-
tion as a function of density contrast χ.
taken into account. For larger density contrasts (χ & 180 for
apeak = 0.1 µm) the efficiency of gas accretion can surpass
that of ion trapping in generating new dust material, resulting
in higher survival rates.
The dust grain growth processes can produce a significant
amount of grains that have sizes above the initial grain sizes.
Therefore, ion trapping and gas accretion can play a cru-
cial role in the surviving dust budget of oxygen-rich SNRs
and thereby contribute to the dust budget in the interstellar
medium. Finally, the increased grain sizes might account for
the discrepancy between observed and theoretically predicted
dust grain sizes in some SNRs.
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APPENDIX
A. DERIVATION OF THE GAS DEPLETION FACTOR
We present here the derivation for the gas depletion factor Dgas (equation 3). Due to ion trapping and gas accretion, the
gas number density n˜gas(t) decreases during each time-step ∆t as an e-folding function of time, n˜gas(t) = exp
[
− tτd
]
ngas, with
ngas = n˜gas(0) as initial gas density at each time-step and τd as the gas depletion timescale (equation 4). To take into account the
changing gas density during ∆t for the sputtering and trapping processes, we introduce the gas depletion factor Dgas which is the
average gas density during the time interval [0,∆t] divided by ngas. Following the mean value theorem, Dgasngas is the integral of
n˜gas(t) with bounds 0 and ∆t divided by the length of the interval,
Dgas =
1
∆t
∆t∫
0
exp
[
− t
′
τd
]
dt ′ =
(
1 − exp
[
−∆t
τd
] )
τd
∆t
.
We note that the gas depletion factor Dgas can also be derived in a second approach taking into account mass conservation
between the reduced gas mass on the one hand and the increase of dust mass that is generated due to gas accretion and trapping
on the other hand.
